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Wisconsin

Innovation & 
Production/

The last ten years have brought tumultuous 
times for state economies.  Job declines in 
manufacturing continued and the housing sec-
tor boomed and busted, leading to the Great 
Recession in the latter part of the decade. This 
led to declines in state government revenue and 
huge budget gaps between growing spending 
levels and falling revenues. State leaders have 
been forced to make tough decisions on where 
to continue investment and where to cut pro-
grams to maintain budget solvency.

With the federal government increasingly relegat-
ed to the sidelines, states must now look inward 
for the leadership necessary to turn around their 
economies. As the laboratories of democracy, 
states must combine a clear understanding of 
their unique strengths with clear policy initiatives 
designed to build on those strengths and to ad-
dress their weaknesses.

As competition between states becomes more 
intense and other nations ramp up industrial 
capacity, state leaders must limit unnecessary 
regulatory roadblocks and costs while prioritiz-
ing funds to make investments in the education 
systems and the infrastructure businesses need 
to thrive.  

Wisconsin has a long tradition of entrepreneur-
ship that has created high performing companies 
with strong brands in the marketplace includ-
ing Oshkosh Corp., S.C. Johnson, Johnson 
Controls, Harley-Davidson, Briggs & Stratton, 
Johnsonville, Kohler and Kohl’s. Supporting the 
state’s existing successful entrepreneurs, while 
putting in place the policies needed to create an 
environment friendly to entrepreneurial start ups 
will allow Wisconsin to build on this history of 
success.  

The 2011 “Enterprising States” report released 
by the National Chamber Foundation compares 
state performance across a number of economic 
and policy areas.  While Wisconsin lagged in the 
fourth quarter among all states in overall eco-
nomic performance measured over the past de-
cade, the report identifies the state as showing 
promise in its export economy and in the quality 
of its workforce and training system. Both areas 
present an opportunity to build sustainable, long 
term economic stability in Wisconsin.  

Despite that positive forecast, “Enterprising 
States” showed Wisconsin trailing other states 
in innovation and business creation metrics and  
performing poorly in measures of its business cli-
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State leaders have made the critical manufac-
turing industry a target for new policy initiatives 
intended to promote growth.  The most recent 
state budget, signed into law this past June, 
contained several measures intended to sup-
port the state’s manufacturing sector, including 
a manufacturer’s tax credit. This new law, to 
be phased in over four years, will provide tax 
credits which will nearly eliminate income taxes 
on manufacturing income in the state, dropping 
rates to 0.4 percent when fully phased in. These 
tax credit programs recognize the economic im-
portance of manufacturing to the state and aim 
to maintain the attractiveness of Wisconsin for 
growth to state manufacturers. 

Another job-creation focused credit available is 
the state’s new jobs tax credit, created in 2009. 
Such programs at the federal level have been 
credited with creating hundreds of thousands 
of jobs, and are touted by some experts as “a 
successful and relatively cheap way of creating 
jobs.” Wisconsin’s program offers businesses 
which create new jobs in the state a credit equal 
to up to 10 percent of a new employee’s wages 
for up to ten years, cutting down on the initial 
costs of bringing on a new employee and incen-
tivizing private-sector hiring. The credits are also 
available to employers offering qualified job and 
skills training to employees, with an eye toward 
creating a more competitive and effective work-
force in the state.

In order to help drive private sector job creation 
in economically disadvantaged areas, the state 
also offers a set of enterprise zone tax credits 
to businesses that create new jobs and make 
investments in training and equipment in areas 
of economic need throughout the state. With 
the move to a public-private model of economic 
development, the WEDC will be charged with 
designation of such areas, under the guidance of 
its public and private sector partners.   

In addition, the WEDC has taken the reins of the 

mate, a finding confirmed in other recent national 
rankings of state business climates. Recogniz-
ing this, state leaders have made it a priority in 
recent months to reform Wisconsin’s business 
environment.

Recent Legislative Reforms
During 2011 Governor Scott Walker and the 
Wisconsin Legislature have taken up several 
notable pieces of legislation focused on spurring 
job creation in the state.  While session work 
continues, and some proposed initiatives re-
main in the legislative hopper, the Assembly and 
Senate have been able to work through a some-
times tumultuous year to pass several economic 
development initiatives later signed into law by 
Governor Scott Walker.  

Notably, Wisconsin policymakers moved to roll 
the state’s Department of Commerce into a new 
Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation 
(WEDC).  Structured as a public-private econom-
ic development partnership, the new structure 
embraces a model currently used to varying ex-
tents by several other states, including strongly-
ranked growth and entrepreneurship states such 
as Wyoming, Virginia and Utah. Other economic 
development focused policies have included 
expanding tax credits for job-creating businesses 
and offering new credits for businesses that 
relocate to Wisconsin. These measures received 
bipartisan support in Madison and build on 
commitments made during previous legislative 
sessions. 

Targeted tax credits continue to be an important 
tool for job creation in Wisconsin.   The transition 
to a private-public partnership model of eco-
nomic development has simply shifted adminis-
tration of these efforts.  The WEDC continues to 
offer new, relocating, and expanding businesses 
access to a variety of state tax incentives tailored 
to support their job-creation activities and spur 
sustainable economic development.  
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state’s three development opportunity zones. 
The development opportunity zones offer tax 
credits to qualified companies creating new 
jobs and investing in property, equipment, and 
research. Current zones exist in the Janesville, 
Kenosha, and Beloit regions with additional 
zones designated by state government as being 
in need of more targeted development efforts.

As noted, the 2011 legislative session also saw 
broad bipartisan support for a new program of 
business relocation tax credits. Signed into law 
by Gov. Walker during the January special ses-
sion, this new credit program offers a nonrefund-
able tax credit to qualified businesses that relo-
cate to Wisconsin from another state or country. 
The credits exempt relocated businesses from 
state income and franchise taxes and are avail-

able for up to two years.  

Pro-Business Regulatory Policy
Many states looking to improve their overall 
business climate are eager to find new ways to 
streamline and simplify regulatory and rulemak-
ing processes. The goal of such reforms is to 
cut down on the “efficiency cost” of regulatory 
compliance,  making it easier for companies to 
go about business while complying with state 
law. By rethinking rulemaking processes and 
reviewing existing regulations, states are seeking 
to strike a balance between effective regulation 
in the public interest and responsiveness to the 
concerns of the regulated businesses that sup-
port jobs and drive their economy. Through their 
reforms, states can create an environment of 
regulatory certainty, efficiency, and constructive 
private-public dialogue.

Wisconsin has not been an exception to this 
trend, with several proposed shakeups of regula-
tory processes having come before policymak-
ers in 2011. The state has enacted laws that 
give its executive branch more power to review 
and reject proposed administrative rules, and 
have placed new limits on the overall regulatory 
authority of state administrative agencies pursu-
ant to legislative direction. Proposed regulations 
must now also be accompanied by economic 
impact analyses, making consideration of the 
impact of new rules on business and economic 
activity a central focus in the rulemaking pro-
cess. The analysis process provides businesses 
an additional opportunity to weigh in on pro-
posed new rules.

Another set of proposed changes still pend-
ing before the state legislature would increase 
the consideration of small business concerns in 
regulatory processes.  As outlined, the new law 
would offer small business more seats at the 
table during regulatory review and direct admin-
istrative agencies throughout state government 
to consider the needs of small business when 
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promulgating new regulations. By considering 
these and other small business focused reforms, 
the state may be able to better ensure that small, 
entrepreneurial firms have a solid voice in creat-
ing a positive climate for their continued growth.

Showing Signs of Economic Life
The manufacturing-heavy states of the Great 
Lakes region were hit hard by the Great Reces-
sion and manufacturing job declines over the 
past decade. However, the first half of 2011 
brought some signs of recovery. According to 
Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Employment 
survey data, Wisconsin ranks 19th in seasonally 
adjusted job growth in the first seven months of 
the year, with a growth rate one third higher than 
the national rate.  

Wisconsin’s strong manufacturing sector helps 
drive its ranking of thirteenth overall in the “En-
terprising States” export measures.  Exports 
bring new money into the state, as products 
built and grown in Wisconsin are sold in other 
markets and paid out in local wages and profits 
within the state. The ripple effect caused by this 
new money flowing into the state supports many 
other locally-oriented small businesses.

As the manufacturing industry becomes more 
productive using new technologies and equip-
ment, many smaller manufacturing firms are find-

lowest-paying sectors in Wisconsin, averaging 
$26,651 in yearly earnings per worker.  Roughly 
two-thirds of the new administrative services 
jobs came from temporary help agencies. At the 
other end of the spectrum, the construction, ac-
commodation and food services, and real estate 
industries accounted for 34,000 lost jobs since 
2009.

Wisconsin Knows How to Build 
Things
Along with its neighbor to the south, Indiana, 
Wisconsin is one of only two states in the nation 
with more than 16 percent of the total jobs in the 
state attributed to the manufacturing industry.  
While the state’s manufacturing sector is a major 
economic engine and a large source of new 
wealth entering the state, many manufacturing 
industries have become more productive over 
recent decades. As a result, this sector simply 
requires fewer workers than it did a decade ago 
because of new technologies and operational 
efficiencies.  This has positioned manufacturing-
heavy states for job losses, especially those in 
the Great Lakes region, which were among the 
hardest hit by globalization and the Great Reces-
sion.

The economic base analysis in Table 1 shows 
the share of jobs and earnings supported by 
each part of the state economy.  It is worth not-
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Figure 1.  Source:  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Employment Survey.  
Seasonally Adjusted Total Employment

ing niches to compete. It is critical 
to support these smaller companies 
with the know-how and methods 
needed to export to national and 
international markets.  

In the short term, manufactur-
ing was the state’s second fastest 
growing sector, adding over 8,200 
jobs since 2009.  This growth trails 
only the administrative and support 
services sector, which added nearly 
23,000 jobs.  However, administra-
tive services tends to be one of the 
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ing that while production agriculture supports a 
small share of overall jobs and earnings, much of 
the state’s agribusiness economy produces food 
products that are classified as “manufacturing” 
for this analysis. Because of the state’s robust 
food processing capabilities – including cheese 
and processed meat – many commodities grown 
in the state are processed and exported as 
manufactured products, decreasing production 
agriculture’s contribution to the economic base 
but increasing the impact of manufacturing.

Economic activity generated by manufacturing 
supports nearly 1.1 million jobs and $53 billion 
in earnings to Wisconsin workers and business 
owners. That’s 32 percent of the state’s jobs 
and 35 percent of all earnings.  In other words, if 
for some reason all manufacturers in Wisconsin 
were to go out of business, it would wipe out 
nearly one third of all jobs in the state.  In terms 
of overall economic impact, manufacturing is the 

state’s most important industry.

The Wisconsin manufacturing sector has shed 
nearly 115,000 jobs in the past decade, yet 
when we account for factors affecting all manu-
facturing nationwide, this sector is Wisconsin’s 
most competitive industry. Considering all 
national factors over the past two years, it would 
be expected that Wisconsin manufacturing 
employment would decline by 6,570 jobs, yet 
the state saw a gain of 8,233 jobs. This leaves 
the state with a “competitive effect” of 14,803 
new jobs, or the jobs created due to Wisconsin’s 
competitive advantage in manufacturing.  

Figure 3 shows the competitive effect for all 
sectors in Wisconsin since the recovery from 
the Great Recession began. The “competitive 
effect” estimates the number of jobs created only 
by Wisconsin’s competitive advantage. Some 
sectors with a positive competitive effect figure 
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Figure 3.  Source:  EMSI Complete Employment, 2011.3.  Figure depicts a shift share analysis competitive effect, the 
estimated jobs added or lost due to competitive factors in Wisconsin. Competitive effect is the job change remaining 
after accounting for national economic expansion and growth or decline in that sector nationally.
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actually lost jobs overall due to national factors. 

The total positive competitive effect figure of 
10,134 indicates that, considering its indus-
try mix and the national performance of those 
industries, Wisconsin has slightly outperformed 
the national economy in job creation since 2009. 
The state added 9,107 net new jobs over that 
period (Figure 2). Job data in this analysis in-
cludes estimates of sole proprietors, indepen-
dent contractors, and other workers not covered 
by the unemployment insurance system.

Manufacturing leads the way as the state’s most 
competitive industry followed by administrative 
and support services, and positive figures in 
management companies and information in-
dustries (including publishing and software). As 

noted, growth in administrative services is fueled 
mostly by growth in temporary help agencies, 
but more encouraging signs include nearly 3,400 
jobs in corporate and regional management 
offices, averaging nearly $80,000 in earnings 
per year, and 500 new jobs in data and hosting 
services, paying an average of $61,000 per year.

Of greatest concern is the state’s lack of com-
petitiveness in the transportation and warehous-
ing and professional and technical services 
industries. Transportation and warehousing 
should be a good fit with the state’s large manu-
facturing sector, but Wisconsin has lost 672 jobs 
in air transportation and nearly 1,800 in special-
ized long-range freight trucking. Wisconsin has 
lost 6,400 jobs in professional services over 
the past two years, led by 2,500 lost in legal 
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and accounting services and 2,000 lost jobs in 
architecture and engineering services. The state 
economy has 36 percent fewer professional and 
technical services jobs than the national norm.

Manufacturing and Diversification
Even after the precipitous decline in manufactur-
ing jobs over the past decade, the Wisconsin 
economy has become even more reliant upon 
manufacturing.  The state had 65 percent higher 
manufacturing job concentration than a typical 
state economy in 2001, and that number has 
increased to 88 percent in 2011. While this is 
further indication that Wisconsin manufacturers 
have retained more jobs than their counterparts 
across the nation, this increase in concentration 
makes the overall state economy even more de-
pendent upon manufacturing to be an economic 
engine.

The high reliance upon manufacturing increases 
Wisconsin’s vulnerability to downturns in that 
industry. State leaders should do everything 
possible to support current manufacturers, 
while working to parlay the state’s manufactur-
ing and technical workforce acumen into other 

similar and related industries to diversify the 
state’s overall economy. Workers left jobless by 
restructuring industries can become an asset to 
companies outside the state looking to establish 
a presence in Wisconsin, and engineers with 
specialized skills can transition to smaller service 
companies with the help of the right marketing 
and business start-up assistance.

While manufacturing is still in general employ-
ment decline, numerous manufacturing sectors 
have added jobs in the past two years, as shown 
in Figure 4. These growing industries vary from 
more general machine shops, miscellaneous 
metal fabricators, and iron foundries to more 
specialized high-value makers of electromedical 
and surgical instruments, pharmaceuticals, and 
industrial controls.

Wisconsin Workforce
As the economy rebounds from the Great 
Recession, it has become clear that matching 
worker skills with open jobs is a critical issue. 
The Georgetown Center on Education and the 
Workforce projects that by 2018, 61 percent of 
all jobs in Wisconsin will require a post-second-
ary education credential. Between 2008 and 
2018 there will be 558,000 job vacancies in the 
state requiring such credentials. 

It is possible to create a profile of the Wisconsin 
workforce by pooling the knowledge and skills 
present in all occupations in the state. At pres-
ent, Wisconsin is home to a high level of manu-
facturing and science knowledge, along with 
strong technical skills. With this foundation, it 
positions productive and science-based indus-
tries as potential areas of strength for the state.

Even as unemployment levels have risen across 
the nation, many employers report trouble hiring 
workers with the proper skills needed for open 
jobs. The lines between economic develop-
ment and workforce development are blurring. 
The state’s competitive showing in “Enterprising 

Wisconsin Economic Base Analysis, 2011

Sector

Share of 
All Jobs 

Supported

Share of All 
Earnings 

Supported

Manufacturing 32% 35%

Government 17 18

Services 14 13

Residents Outside Income 13 11

Visitors 6 4

Finance 5 6

All Other 5 5

Exogeneous Investment 4 5

Construction 1 1

Agriculture Less than 1 Less than 1

Mining Less than 1 Less than 1

Table 1. Source:  EMSI Complete Employment, 2011.3



Figure 4.  Source:  EMSI Complete Employment, 2011.3.  
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States” workforce and training measures show 
it is working to meet these challenges. The state 
exceeds the national average in high school 
students taking advanced courses.  Additionally,  
undergraduate tuition at the state’s distinguished 
universities is also reasonably affordable. Another 
positive fact is that the Wisconsin job service 
system is slightly above average in meeting its 
placement goals for adult workers. 

A strong set of workforce training incentives and 
programs can help a state channel existing labor 
skill sets into new, potentially related industries, 
helping it attract business and create new sec-
tors of economic strength. Such programs also 
support existing industries in building up labor 
force talent sets, increasing productivity and 
improving overall efficiency.  With stalwart Wis-
consin industries such as manufacturing hav-

ing to compete on a global playing field against 
competitors with much lower labor costs, having 
a highly productive, well-trained, and effective 
workforce can be the difference between suc-
cess and failure.

Wisconsin offers businesses, both large and 
small, access to a variety of programs and in-
centives designed to help them and their em-
ployees increase their skills and competitiveness. 
Programs such as the Business Employees’ 
Skills Training (BEST) program and Customized 
Labor Training fund have offered grants to help 
businesses offset the cost of offering training 
in the new skills, processes, and techniques 
needed to upgrade their abilities.  

The state’s technical college system and group 
of two-year University of Wisconsin colleges are 
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Figure 5.  Source:  EMSI Complete Employment, 2011.3.  
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also a valuable tool for economic development.  
By offering associate degrees and focused job 
training to dislocated and transitioning workers, 
these institutions can provide a route to technical 
careers for recent high school graduates. Invest-
ment in such institutions offers states a cost-ef-
fective way to meet continually evolving industry 
workforce needs.  According to an economic 
analysis by EMSI, Inc., the return on investment 
to state governments investing in community 
college infrastructure was 16.1 percent nation-
ally. The flexibility provided by such institutions, 
for both employers and labor, offers Wisconsin 

a valuable tool for future workforce 
development efforts.

A Top-Heavy Population
Compared to the rest of the nation, 
Wisconsin’s population distribu-
tion by age is beginning to look top 
heavy, with high levels of residents 
above age 75, as shown in Figure 6. 
The state’s workforce is also aging, 
with higher than average numbers of 
residents in their 50s. Most impor-
tantly, Wisconsin trails the nation in 
residents aged 25-39, a critical age 
group for young families and mid-
level professionals.  

With many attractive mid-sized com-
munities and a relatively affordable 
cost of living, Wisconsin could be a 
haven for young families, yet it trails 
the national average. Many state 
program efforts and public policy dis-
cussions focus on “brain drain” and 
efforts to keep residents from leaving 
the state. Unfortunately, policymak-
ers do not often consider the benefits 
of attracting new residents to their 
state. With continued investments 
to field competitive schools and ef-
forts to keep costs low for families, 
Wisconsin could benefit from such a 
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recruitment program.

The state is already proving to be an attractive 
destination for those moving from other Great 
Lakes and Northeastern states.  The map in 
Figure 7 shows net domestic migration totals 
between Wisconsin and other states for the 
years 2006-2009. Wisconsin is losing migrants 
to the blue colored states on the map – mostly in 
warmer climates – and residents in states col-
ored orange are choosing to move to Wisconsin, 
with the largest net flow of more than 18,500 
from Illinois.



Figure 6.  Source:  U.S. Decennial Census 2010  
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Entrepreneurship and Innovation
It’s widely acknowledged that small companies 
create two-thirds of all new jobs.  As such, creat-
ing a business environment that fosters startups 
and scale-ups is extremely important in today’s 
job-hungry economy.  There is some sentiment 
in Wisconsin that the entrepreneurship manage-
ment talent pool is below the level necessary to 
drive the desired pace of new product and busi-
ness development.

Wisconsin’s record of “net new business forma-
tions” has been erratic in recent years. A national 
study by EMSI concluded that Wisconsin ranked 
between 34th and 50th among the 50 states 
between 2006 and 2009. Most recently, in 2010 
Wisconsin ranked 17th among the 50 states, 
with fewer than 300 new firms created. The 
Small Business and Entrepreneurship Council 
ranked Wisconsin 31st among the states on its 
small business survival index, which combines 
36 measures of government-imposed and/or 

government-related business cost measures af-
fecting a wide variety of industries and business 
types.  

Wisconsin’s economic development efforts, like 
most states, include an interrelated array of poli-
cies, programs and investments, which fall into 
three major categories: 

Fostering an entrepreneurial approach 1. 
focusing on new business and technology-
based development, oftentimes with a fo-
cus on bolstering productivity and innova-
tion that hinges on collaborative initiatives 
with higher education; 

Sponsoring recruitment, expansion, or 2. 
investments as well as other programs, 
including international trade and export 
promotion; and 

Harboring “fertile soil” policies that benefit 3. 



Figure 7.  Source:  Internal Service Migration Data   
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almost any type of business by streamlin-
ing governmental regulation, optimizing 
taxes, investing in infrastructure, and/or by 
providing a better-educated, more highly 
skilled work force.

In addition to these three efforts, the state is also 
home to several established mechanisms that 
work to aid Wisconsin’s economic development. 
These include the Wisconsin Entrepreneurs 
Network (WEN) which works as the frontline in-
terface with the small business community in the 
state. WEN’s statewide network consists of over 
400 people and organizations working together 
to support Wisconsin’s entrepreneurs. WEN 
provides expertise, coaching, and guidance with 
respect to technology assessment and commer-
cialization, business planning, raising capital, and 
securing state and federal grants, including Small 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grants. 
WEN refers entrepreneurs to resources, informa-

tion, advisers, and potential strategic partners. It 
also facilitates technology transfer between the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) 
and its subsidiary, WiSys Technology Foundation, 
and other technology transfer offices.

Another resource is the Wisconsin Innovation 
Network (WIN), which is a membership subsid-
iary of the Wisconsin Technology Council.  WIN 
is a community-based economic development 
organization that fosters innovation and entrepre-
neurship with a focus on the needs and chal-
lenges faced by new and growing technology-
based businesses in Wisconsin. The Wisconsin 
Technology Council has spearheaded the forma-
tion of a coalition urging the state to invest $350 
million in as many as 20 venture capital funds to 
address the state’s venture capital shortage and 
to help develop more job-creating companies.  

While Wisconsin claims 1.83 percent of the 
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nation’s population, its companies attract only 
six-tenths of 1 percent of the nation’s venture 
capital deals. The 58-member Wisconsin Growth 
Capital Coalition believes that the money should 
be spread across all stages of funding, from 
seed to growth, while targeting companies with 
the potential to create high-growth, high-wage 
jobs. This, the Coalition argues, will also bolster 
Wisconsin’s industrial R&D dollars and improve 
the translation of intellectual property developed 
by companies and universities into jobs. 

Wisconsin has continued to support and expand 
tax credits designed to drive investment into 
job-creating business start ups around the state. 
The state’s Early State Business Investment 
programs include angel investment tax credits, 
incentives for venture capital investment, and 
early state seed investment tax credits.  Such 
credits, worth up to 25 percent of a qualified par-
ty’s investment, were designed to keep invest-
ment capital in the state, helping new Wisconsin 
businesses raise the capital needed to expand 
and create jobs. Expansion in such activity has 
occurred in the state, as investments made 
through the Wisconsin Angel Network increased 
from $1.7 million in 2005 to $15 million in 2010.

2011 also saw moves in Madison to create 
incentives for reinvestment of capital into Wis-
consin-based companies. The budget passed 
in June included a 100 percent tax exclusion 
for any qualified capital gains reinvested into a 
Wisconsin business.

Building an Enterprising State
In the face of continued economic uncertainty, 
Wisconsin’s leaders and policymakers have tak-
en actions over the past year aimed at increasing 
the state’s competitive standing. Facing increas-
ing global competition, creating an environment 
that allows the state’s most productive and 
innovative companies and highly-trained workers 
to unleash their full potential is not only useful to 
spur economic growth, it is imperative. 

By implementing tax structures targeted at entre-
preneurial growth and job creation, streamlining 
regulatory processes, working to build up the 
state’s existing areas of economic strength, and 
investing in building up the skills and knowledge 
of its current and future workforce, Wisconsin 
has taken multiple steps designed to create a 
more flexible, robust, and competitive economy.    

Modernizing government and improving ef-
ficiency reduces costs of compliance for small 
businesses, and sound budgeting practices at 
the state level allow for critical investments in 
skills training and in infrastructure for economic 
growth.   

Manufacturing is critical to the Wisconsin 
economy, and the state’s manufacturers can 
benefit from export assistance programs to ac-
cess outside markets, flexible workforce training 
programs and funding, and tax credit programs 
focused on investment.

Continued efforts to improve the state’s entre-
preneurial and venture investment ecosystem will 
support the small businesses and start-ups that 
create the most jobs.

While Wisconsin’s population is aging, residents 
from other regions are choosing to move to 
the state. Improving and promoting livability for 
mid-career professionals and young families will 
help reduce long term strain on state assistance 
programs and fill out the future workforce.

Building constructive lines of dialogue between 
government, business, education, and workforce 
leaders will allow the state to more efficiently and 
effectively implement policy changes as new 
challenges and opportunities arise.  By working 
together to identify opportunities and build con-
sensus for potentially valuable reforms, Wiscon-
sin can lay the foundation for a more enterpris-
ing, entrepreneurial, and prosperous future. 








